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Heading North to Haida Gwaii in 2016?

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/heading-north-haida-gwaii-2016/

Anna Maria Husband, Visitor Services Team Leader, Gwaii Haanas National Park Reserve, National
Marine Conservation Area Reserve and Haida Heritage Site is pleased to announce that Parks Canada has
decided to again offer its orientation sessions in the Lower Mainland and on Vancouver Island this year.
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They recognizes that the travel plans of many boaters involve crossing the South Hecate and entering
Gwaii Haanas from the southern tip.

This one-hour orientation session is mandatory before you can visit this amazingly beautiful area of the
Coast. Normally presented in Skidegate on Haida Gwaii, this opportunity will allow you to enter the area
by boat, directly from the Mainland Coast after you have made your reservations, thus making passage to
the area far more convenient.

Signage is intentionally minimized in Gwaii Haanas to protect the wilderness experience. Instead of
signage, Gwaii Haanas requires that all visitors participate in a pre-trip orientation. The orientation
reviews current safety information and traveler protocols. It discusses appropriate conduct while visiting
Gwaii Haanas to ensure that the area, as well as the experience of other visitors, is protected. It is also an
opportunity for visitors to ask questions about their upcoming trip and ensure that they have the
information that they need.  It is a legal requirement for all visitors to attend the orientation annually.

 Sgan Gwaay Village (© Parks Canada/Maggie Stronge); Tufted Puffin (© Parks Canada/Carey
Bergman); Mount Yatza (© Parks Canada/Charlotte Houston); Humpback (© Parks Canada/Daniel
McNeill)

These are the dates for the Lower Mainland and VI orientations:
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Sat April 2, 2016, 2:00PM – West Vancouver Memorial Library
Tues April 12, 2016, 7:00PM – Shaw Ocean Discovery Centre, Sidney
Sun April 10, 2016, 2:00PM – Ft Langley National Historic Site Theatre

The Orientation is FREE of charge, so even if you are just thinking about going to Gwaii Haanas this year
or would like to learn more, please come and find out what’s involved in visiting this part of the world.
Regardless, you will be glad you did. No reservations are required.

For more information on visiting Gwaii Haanas, please download the 2016 Gwaii Haanas Trip Planner
which can be found online on the right-hand side, under “Features and Highlights”, “Plan your Visit”.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact Anna Maria directly; she will be happy to assist.

Feature Photo Credit:  Legacy Pole (Detail) © Parks Canada/Debby Gardiner

About The Author

Jennifer Handley

Camdeboo - Lavranos 50 Cutter-Rigged Sloop

Jennifer Handley and Campbell Good sailed Camdeboo to the South Pacific in 2006 with their two
daughters, a niece, nephew and Jennifer’s brother. By the time Camdeboo returned to Victoria in 2011,
she had 25,000 nm under her keel, visited 14 countries and 27 people had come aboard as crew. Jennifer
is Commodore of BCA.

_______________________________________________
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Mid-Island Sail Training (MIST)

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/mid-island-sail-training-mist/

The Bluewater Cruising Association’s Vancouver Island Chapter is proud to host the third annual Mid-
Island Sail Training (MIST) event in Nanaimo, May 14-15, 2016.  MIST is dedicated to the development
of traditional sailing skills by practice in the “great water laboratory” at our doorstep, rather than by
theory in a classroom setting. This is an excellent hands-on training experience on its own or in addition
to V.I.C.E.

Assuming most boats will arrive on Friday, attendees are invited to an informal happy hour at 1700h at
the home of Grace and Rob Dodge on Protection Island.

MIST officially kicks off on Saturday, with Ken Gillstrom, this year’s guest presenter and BCA member,
who will talk about Emergencies On Board:

Expecting the Unexpected
Reducing the Anxiety in Boating
Preventing Emergencies
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When Things go Wrong
Managing Emergency Situations
Abandoning Ship

Lunch is on your own, but there will be ample time to socialize that evening with the usual BURP (BCA 
Unofficial Rendezvous Potluck), again on Protection Island.  If you are new to potlucks, bring one dish
with enough food to feed at least everyone in your crew.

On Sunday the fleet will set sail out into the Strait;  the exact agenda depends on the weather, but possible
activities include:

Checking SSB and VHF transmissions
MOB exercise while under sail
Reefing
Hoving-to
Using non-electronic navigation
Getting an accurate MerPass (Meridian Passage sighting)

If you cannot make it to Nanaimo on Saturday, you are welcome to participate on Sunday only. This is
your chance to check out all those theories you read about over the winter, and the new equipment you
just got at the Boat Show!

Registration Information:
MIST is limited to 21 people.
Advance registration is required – please email Rob.

Registration Fee:
Cost per participant is $10, payable upon arrival.

Suggested Moorage:
Newcastle Island dock or mooring buoys, or anchor in Mark Bay.

Mentors:
Skippers are encouraged to bring a mentor along with them. Request one when registering or search under
RESOURCES/MENTORS on the BCA website.

Don’t have a boat?
Boat-less sailors who wish to participate as crew can also register by contacting Rob Dodge; effort will be
made to find a host boat and accommodation. Boat-less sailors are also encouraged to ask at Club Nights
and/or use the website to try and line up their own ride.

_______________________________________________
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Vancouver Island North - Club Night: The North Atlantic and
Beyond

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/vancouver-island-north-club-night-north-atlantic-beyond/

In 2014, Des Moran and a buddy joined long time friends, Brian and Kathleen, aboard their 45 foot cutter 
Pelorus Jack, for a two and a half month sail across the North Atlantic. Departing Newfoundland, and
sailing north to Labrador, they made landfall in Greenland, Iceland, the Faroe Islands and finally
Scotland, including the Hebrides and the Isle of Skye. Join Des as he recounts the stories of the crossing,
as well as some history, culture and geography of these islands.  He will also reveal ‘what happened
next’ for both boat and crew!

_______________________________________________
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Exploring St Lucia - The Sulphur Springs and Morne Coubaril
Plantation

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/exploring-st-lucia-sulphur-springs-morne-coubaril-
plantation/

The crew of Ty Dewi are at the southern-most point of their travels in St Lucia and well into the groove of
cruising and boat-schooling for the kids. It’s time for a geography field trip, with some social studies
thrown in for good measure……

A supposed ‘must see’ around here is ‘The Volcano’, as the taxi drivers tell you. And only $80 to take
you there, sir. ‘It’s the only drive through volcano in the world, mon’.

Well, that’ll be apart from the one on Dominica, then? And it’s a vent and bubbling springs rather than a
volcano proper, but you can’t fault them for trying. We know that you can catch a local bus most of the
way, for $8EC, then have a nice walk to the Springs and back down again. We plan to do this, and visit a
plantation – called Morne Coubaril – on the way down, where we might have lunch.

The plan starts well; we walk to the church square where buses leave, but the bus is full. Normal practice
is to wait for the next one, which we do and are engaged in conversation by a taxi driver. When I joke that
he’s welcome to take us if he can match the bus fare, we laugh and he offers $15EC, less than £3. You’re
on, and we have a nice ride all the way to the Sulphur Springs, and a good chat. He either is, or recently
was, a policeman, so shares some truths about the boat boys (many of them are dealing drugs)
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 The Sulphur Springs on St Lucia

At the Springs we pay a modest entry fee and are met by a guide, included in the price, who talks us
through the walk around the Springs. Issie and Max are focused on the fact that it is ‘stinky’, until the
story about the guide who fell into a bubbling mud pool jolts them into attentiveness. Apparently, until
the 80’s, you could walk around the pools until a guide, demonstrating that the ground was solid, jumped
up and down and fell through a weak crust into a pool. The poor man survived with serious burns, and
since then tourists have been kept at a safe distance.

The guided tour is quite careful to keep you to the path that leads back past the ‘tips are welcome’ sign,
so much so that when Max spots a path leading off, he asks ‘Where does that go?’ and our guide says,
‘oh, just another path up higher and a little museum’, before guiding us on past.

Good old Max and his inquisitiveness. After leaving a tip, we return by ourselves and hike up a bit to a
real nice interpretation centre, with video and models of the area and what’s going on beneath the ground.
It was really nicely done and the kids were very interested. A few tourists were taken that far by their taxi
and sat in front of the video before returning to their taxi for the 200 yard trip downhill to the start of the
guided walk. From the small sample of fifteen or so tourists, they could have done with the walk. People,
and their kids, are getting big these days…

We dig into our rucksacks for a snack and slowly walk back down the hill past the Springs; taking in a
wide variety of different views and spotting banana trees, mangoes and other interesting flora and fauna
as we go. At the base of the Springs, the water gathers into the black, Soufriere River that flows to the
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falls we visited yesterday. Here there is a rustic outdoor pool where you can bath in the hot, black mineral
water itself. We waded and soaked our feet; it was very pleasant.

Following the plan, we politely reject the entreaties of the souvenir sellers and taxi drivers and walk back
downhill for about 20 minutes to the plantation. At the gate we find things very quiet, and whilst they are
happy to give us a tour, they are not serving food, nor is the bar or gift shop open. It’s not a cruise ship
day. OK, that’s fine, let’s tour anyway. It’s a little more pricey than the other things we’ve done; still
cheap compared to a National Trust visit, but we have different benchmarks now. As we walk in, it seems
a little less interesting than we’d hoped, and I begin to wonder if we’ve picked poorly this time.

 Max and Issie learn about how chocolate gets made. Mmmm.

Yet once again, hanging in there a bit and letting things happen and develop, pays dividends. The
plantation is really fascinating, our guide is very knowledgeable and we have the place almost to
ourselves. If there were cruise ship visits, there would be literally hundreds of people milling around here.
At one point, a car drives in, bringing some more visitors hoping for a tour, and since our guide is also the
girl who takes ticket money, she breaks off from us and lets another gentleman take over. He’s a bit hard
to understand, but as we grow an understanding and get chatting, he’s great. He’s worked on the
plantation for 15 years and knows all about it. He shows us how to get coconuts out of their husks using
an iron spike, and opens them with his machete. Max, at last, tries a drink of coconut milk and really likes
it! From where we are, we can see Ty Dewi down in the bay in town. It’s a delightful spot.

We learn about how they process cacao to make cocoa beans for chocolate, and are given a couple of
cacao pods. We are currently engaged in a science experiment on board to ferment the beans, then dry
and roast them. Can we make our own St Lucian chocolate? Watch this space…
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We see how sugar cane is crushed to extract the sweet juice; have a drink of fresh grapefruit juice, and
chat a little to the other visitors, an architect and his wife, staying with a St Lucian friend in Castries.
Then we bid our goodbyes and start to walk downhill to town.

 Learning how to get the husks off coconuts

About halfway, the visitors from the plantation come past, and stop and give us a welcome lift down into
town. We head for Camilla’s, a recommended local restaurant and have a great, and great value, meal
before strolling back to the boat. On the way back, we pass the bar we ate in yesterday and sitting there
are the Canadians we’d talked to at the Botanical Gardens yesterday. They are here on vacation, but also
sail back home, and we’d half-jokingly invited him to sail to Boston with us in May. ‘Hey’, he says, ‘I
got the go-ahead for the trip if you’re serious’. ‘Come on back to the boat if you’d like, we can chat..’
So they come with us and we have a lovely hour sharing a rum punch and chatting away.

Ken did join us for the trip; another friendship formed, and another great outcome from our time here in
St Lucia. We really have enjoyed this Island.

About The Author

Nick Ward

Ty Dewi - Young Sun 43 Pilothouse

In 2007, Nick Ward and his young family emigrated from England to Canada, by way of a two year
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cruise from England to the Caribbean and the Eastern Seaboard of the USA. They, and, Ty Dewi, now
live in the Comox Valley on Vancouver Island. 

_______________________________________________
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Vancouver Fleet Report: February 2016

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/vancouver-fleet-report-february-2016/

The program for the February meeting on the 23rd featured Ken Johnson from Roton,  who addressed
satellite and other communications. The many topics covered included:

Types of AIS and their antennas
SSBs and their grounds
Pactor modems and sources
Various types of satellite phones and services
Different kinds of EPIRBS
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The meeting on March 22 will focus on Celestial Navigation and Charts including paper, electronic and
Google Earth chart enhancement.
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 Yvonne’s cookies were a hit.

Cakes and cookies were provide by Yvonne Harwood, who also stepped in at the last minutes to take the
minutes.

About The Author

Cameron and Marianne McLean, Vancouver Fleet Coordinators

Mayknot - Seabird 37

Cam and Marianne McLean have been BCA members since 1987, cruised offshore, and have served as
the Vancouver Fleet Coordinators for many years.

_______________________________________________
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Lessons Learned: It Can Happen in an Instant!

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/lessons-learned-can-happen-instant/

There’s an ad on TV these days showing several situations where an accident could easily happen, given
the risks that were taken. A woman reaches to change a light bulb in a fixture above a stairwell, while
balancing on a teetering chair; or a man tightens his skate laces while his wife hands him the helmet he’d
left at home. “What were you thinking?” We’ve all no doubt taken unnecessary risks in the name of
expediency, or in a thoughtless moment. Or perhaps you were surprised by an outcome that you just
didn’t think could happen. Hopefully, the consequences are not life changing.

The Problem:

Kathy and I were in the process of having Solar Flair – our 35 foot Wauquiez Pretorien sailboat – hauled
out at the end of May 2015, at the Opequimar yard in Puerto Valarta. We’d planned to have some work
done prior to putting her away for the summer. After a crowd-amusing first attempt to bring her into the
slipway where the travel lift was patiently waiting – a misjudged approach meant a thrilling 360 degree
turn in a busy, narrow, current-swept channel – the smiling Mexican dock-hands grabbed our lines and
pulled us alongside the dock. After a few minutes of planning, I was asked to stay on board with one of
the hands to work the lines, while the shore crew brought us to the lift and secured the belts under the
hull. This went smoothly and the next step was to lift her out of the water and move into the yard. What
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happened next was simply amazing.

My task, in addition to line handling, was to fend off the concrete wall only a couple of feet away, as the
lift raised her and backed slowly away. For this task, I selected a boat hook that I keep handy on the deck.
This was working just fine as I placed the plastic tip against the concrete and pushed. I’m not sure I was
really accomplishing much in reality, because I weigh about 180 pounds, with not a particularly beefy
upper body, but I was pushing hard and doing my best to impress the Admiral, who was watching the
process on the dock. Suddenly, the tip of the boat hook slipped sideways and I was lunged forward. In an
instant, I found myself dangling over the lifeline at my belt line, teetering on the edge of going over
headfirst, and falling along the 10 or 15 feet of barnacle-encrusted wall, into the inky water below. I was
literally balanced in a position that I could not extricate myself from. There was nothing for me to grab in
any direction to pull myself back and my feet were flailing in the air behind me. I was certain I was going
over. Fortunately, the young man on board with me, scrambled from his position forward, grabbed me by
my belt and pulled me back to safety. Holy crap that was close! And it happened so fast! Luckily, I only
suffered a bruise on my chest where I hit the stanchion; and a bruise on my ego, as I guess I failed to
impress the Admiral as planned. It could have had a much unhappier ending had I been pushing a bit
harder, or if my rescuer had not been aboard or unaware of my situation in time.

The Solution:

In hindsight, I guess I could have predicted that the tiny plastic tip of the boat hook could slip on the
concrete, and perhaps I could have been more careful not to overbalance as I pushed. Or perhaps I should
have turned the hook end-for-end and used the larger, butt-end with more friction available for the task.
So there might be a lesson to learn from this experience, other than bad things can happen in an instant, so
the TV ad suggests: “Have a word with yourself”. In the meantime, at the very least, I thank my Guardian
Angel for her vigilance, and I’d advise you to do the same.

Cover image attribution: CC BY SA 3.0 Unported

About The Author

Jim and Kathy Matusiak

Solar Flair - 35' Wauquiez Pretorien

Neither Jim nor Kathy had really sailed before but after acquiring their first boat from a friend - a 17'
Siren pocket cruiser - they got hooked on the idea of cruising to palm-fringed islands in the sun. They
found Solar Flair in 2010 in Seattle, and after a 3 year refit and a steep 'how-to-sail' learning curve
cruising to Desolation Sound (2010), Barkley Sound (2011), then Puget Sound and a Van Isle.
circumnavigation (2013), Jim with 2 buddies sailed to San Diego in September. Kathy - now retired -
joined the cruise in January 2014 down the Baja coast and into the Sea of Cortez. They left Solar Flair in
La Paz (surviving hurricane Odile without a scratch). Their second season cruise brought them through
Mazatlan, Puerto Valarta, and south to Barra de Navidad, then back to Puerto Valarta for the summer of
2015. 
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Vancouver Island South - Club Night: Getting Your Boat Ready
For Adventure

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/vi-south-club-night-getting-boat-ready-adventure/

Enjoy an evening with Norm and Beth Cooper, as they share their thoughts on offshore boat preparation,
ranging from rigging and ground tackle to electronics and satellite communication.  Along the way,
they’ll share stories of adventure and misadventure with hundreds of dazzling photos of the South
Pacific. The latest trends and technologies in use by cruisers today will be discussed.  A large selection of
books on offshore cruising will be on hand, including several on the subject of boat preparation and
maintenance.
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Norm and Beth  are experienced offshore voyagers.  They spent 3 years sailing to New Zealand and
back.  Prior to that, they spent two years preparing their boat, Sarah Jean II, a Saga 43, for the
adventure.  This talk is based on their boat preparation experience, their practical experience offshore and
their observation of hundreds of cruising boats of various designs.  Norm is a certified ISPA sailing
instructor.  He teaches weather and boat preparation courses for BCA and authors “Lessons Learned the
Hard Way” for Currents magazine.  Norm and his wife, Beth, operate Ocean Forest Voyaging, a local
sailing school providing coastal and offshore sailing instruction, educational books and passage planning
software.

_______________________________________________
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Vancouver Club Night: Mid-Pacific Man Overboard - A First
Hand Experience

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/vancouver-club-night-mid-pacific-man-overboard-first-hand-
experience/

As bluewater sailors, we are all dreamers… but sometimes it’s good to ‘get serious’ as offshore sailing is,
after all, a serious business.

Based on a recent traumatic first-hand experience from competing in the world’s longest ocean race,
Tristan Perry’s seminar serves to educate fellow boaters to be more prepared for one of the worst
catastrophes at sea any sailor can imagine, a man overboard (MOB) incident.

Through critical analysis of MOB recovery video, live demonstrations of rescue equipment, teachings on
search and rescue strategy and disaster planning, boaters will be taught how to act more proficiently with
clarity and confidence when disaster strikes on the water!

Tristan understands short-handed sailing and will be targeting his seminar to our BCA crowd. He’s a
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passionate offshore sailor and accomplished Canadian yachtsman at the young age of 22. Raised as a
liveaboard, he has logged over 30,000 racing miles, 5,000 of which sailed solo. Tristan is an experienced
cruiser having sailed his 33-foot yacht through the Great Lakes and to south into the Caribbean. He has
made multiple ocean crossings and was the onboard media crew member on a round the world yacht race
in 2014. His company, Portside Marine Group, based in Vancouver offers yacht management solutions
and marine media production worldwide.

_______________________________________________
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3 Ways Around the World - A Nautical Adventure

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/3-ways-around-world-nautical-adventure/

The Maritime Museum of BC, (MMBC) located in Victoria, is holding a once-in-a-lifetime event on
March 10, 2016, with three renowned adventurers – two are BCA honourary members: John Guzzwell
[now 86 years old!] and Tony Gooch; and third is an Ocean Cruising Adventure speaker, Colin Angus.

John Guzzwell – In 1955, John launched 19’ Trekka, and then departed Victoria in the smallest
boat to sail around the world. Four years later, after many trials, including pitch poling off Cape
Horn with the Smeeton’s in a sidebar voyage, John returned to Victoria to a hero’s welcome.
Tony Gooch – At the other end of the spectrum is Victoria retiree, Tony Gooch’s scheme for a
non-stop solo circumnavigation. Departing in September 2002, he endured breakdowns, a
knockdown, and dodged icebergs. In the end, Tony had beat his own best estimate, and clocked
24,362 miles in 177 days! A great feat, with an incredible average speed of 5.708 knots.
Colin Angus – With his wife Julie, cycled; skied; canoed, hiked and rowed a route that took them
to Alaska, across the Bering Sea and through the Siberian winter, across Europe from Moscow to
Portugal, then across the Atlantic to Costa Rica, in a 156-day rowing odyssey. Lastly, a “quick”
8,300 km bike ride, and they were back in Vancouver! Two small children later and they are still
adventuring!
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After the presentation, CBC personality, Gregor Craigie, will host an interactive panel discussion,
following which there will be an opportunity to meet the presenters, enjoy drinks and nibblies, and
participate in an auction. Attendees will be able to bid on nautically-themed adventures, ranging from the
“easy to the queasy”.

Three Ways Around the World is a fundraising event for MMBC, tickets are $50, available from the
Museum.

About The Author

Jennifer Handley

Camdeboo - Lavranos 50 Cutter-Rigged Sloop

Jennifer Handley and Campbell Good sailed Camdeboo to the South Pacific in 2006 with their two
daughters, a niece, nephew and Jennifer’s brother. By the time Camdeboo returned to Victoria in 2011,
she had 25,000 nm under her keel, visited 14 countries and 27 people had come aboard as crew. Jennifer
is Commodore of BCA.

_______________________________________________
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Vancouver Island Fleet Report: February 2016

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/vancouver-island-fleet-report-february-2016/

Spring must be in the air! The first sign is sagging attendance at Fleet meetings…well, maybe not the first
sign. Too bad, as the V.I. Fleet was treated to two excellent presentations in February. On the 10th, Rudy
Witt discussed Electronic Navigation options for PCs and tablets, especially Open CPN and plug-ins, so
Fleet members could explore these possibilities with him. Then on the 24th, Glen Wilson led a discussion
on anchoring, after ‘show and tell’ with his Jordan series drogue.
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 Glen Wilson demonstrating his Jordan series drogue.

The other activity the V.I. Fleet enjoyed this month was the first of several Fleet boat tours arranged with
and for the group. On the 27th, several members went to Sidney to view two very different examples of
offshore cruising boats: Glen Wilson’s Hans Christian 38 Moonshadow VI and Scott Doran and Laurie
Ritchie’s Lagoon 40 Muskoka. More Fleet boat tours in Sidney and Victoria are arranged for April, and
Fleet members from Nanaimo are setting up tours there as well.
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 Some of the VI Fleet aboard Moonshadow VI on Saturday, February 27th.

Topics for upcoming Fleet sessions include a group discussion about ‘Tools and Spares; Checklists and
Procedures’ on March 9th, and a presentation by Trotac Marine on ‘Alternate Energy Sources,
Watermakers and Safety Gear’ on March 23rd.

About The Author

Al Kitchen - VI Fleet Coordinator

Wyndspree - Huntingford 53 Ketch

Al Kitchen has been a BCA member since 2005. He and his wife Gaye lived aboard Wyndspree from
1996 until 2007 and cruised the BC coast throughout this time. Between 2006 and 2009, Al crewed on
different boats with fellow Bluewater members, including voyages from Victoria, BC to San Francisco;
Gladstone, Australia to Fiji; and New Zealand to Victoria, BC. Al is pleased to have this opportunity to
serve as VI Fleet Coordinator.

_______________________________________________
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After Mexico, Where Do We Go?

http://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/after-mexico-where-do-we-go/

In our last article, we mentioned that Mexico was just down the coast, an easy sail away from our secure
waters of the Georgia Strait. So imagine you just spent some time navigating in that region; thus you now
feel much more comfortable with your boat, the urge to go home to all comfort items has passed, and one
too many sunset cocktails has helped plant some ideas in our brain.

Now, what seed do we harvest? Where do we go from here?

Actually, staying in Mexico is a perfectly good course of action; the country has so much to offer, the
sailing is easy and the people very welcoming. We did spend eighteen months in this magnificent country
and could have stayed a lot more. We find ourselves reminiscing fairly often about the people, food,
sights and general atmosphere. Alas, the bug of travels confused our brain some more and we found
crossing an ocean… appealing!

Available Options
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In reality, what are the options available to us? One is to go back toward colder latitudes:  i.e. Canada,
though this one doesn’t catch many of us, like a flu bug, by surprise. The second one is to follow the
Coast as you have just been doing; and enjoy another few years of “day sail”, right back up to Florida
through Panama, or down the Coast. Yet again, you went to Disney with the kids once and that was
enough for most of us.

So, for a few illuminated ones, the only option is to visit the Islands of the South Pacific. And there lies
your first challenge; the so called Pacific Ocean, the largest one. We can attest that it is a big blank space,
with a few grains of sand plucked in the middle of it. That should reassure the pessimist: less earth, less
danger to hit something with the keel: “Well, let’s go darling!”

Still, a change in the frame of mind needs to operate slowly; this passage will be a little longer than the La
Paz/Mazatlán one. We still remember vividly that first crossing; we thought we were going to the other
side of the world! So what happened in our brain to facilitate our exit strategy?

First we needed to “tropicalize” the crew, which means “relax, you are not in North America anymore;
things will happen in their own time, people have different values and visions of life”. The “manana
manana” mantra of Mexico is the perfect place to get into that rhythm. The stress you are going to induce
is going to be enormous; all systems in the brain need to be in tip top shape. It is not the time to stop
smoking or question our love relationship! Yet again, we are not all on Prozac or Opioid out here; or
wearing “rosy” glasses, but rather a normal bunch, so try not to worry too much.

Secondly, crossing to the Marquesas will take roughly 25 days, or 600 hours. This is equivalent to five
years, if not more, of regular Sunday outings for a normal boat. The stress you are going to put on your
vessel is going to be enormous; so this time around, all system needs to be in absolutely perfect shape.
And Tahiti is not a heaven for boat shopping either. Very little 110 volt items available; small selection of
SAE parts, and when you need to import, better be ready for the sticker shock. You get the drift; it’s not a
race around the beer can. It’s an ultra-marathon under death-valley conditions, for the boat and the crew.
Let us re-assure you though, many of us have done it, and will do it again!

Our Option

But a few things made it enjoyable and safe to accomplish for us. We decided on all the safety systems
we required for our peace of mind on board. This means very different things for different people. It was
an EPIRB, with an updated registration, a means of communicating with land SSB/Pactor, and a new life
raft. Sorry no, not the one you’ve seen at the San Carlos’ fleet market, burnt by the 20 years of Mexican
sun; actually that’s better than nothing, and some boat would love to have one, so go ahead and buy it.
It’s only for the peace of mind really, 99.9% of us never used it. To back up our assumption, we did a
rigorous survey in Hiva Oa and not one crew that was there used it; even the ones that had to leave their
boat on route, in the middle of the Pacific.

Also we had Letitgo in the best condition possible; no system was left with a doubt or a presumption of
hope that it would be ok. Every piece was inspected, including sails and every questionable part ordered
and changed. We have done everything we could, now it was time to go relax and enjoy that special time
where you don’t have e-mails, cellphones, or negative news on a daily dose! Don’t some of us pay a
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fortune for this nowadays? We like to call it a detox cruise!

Still in the back of your mind, you need to be ready for all eventuality. For example, in 2014-2015, one
boat hit a whale north of the Galapagos and had to divert to Salinask, Ecuador; therefore sailing 6 days
with a damaged boat and not knowing what would happen to the rudder. After repairs, they made it back
to sea and without any more problems. Another one was plucked off their disabled vessel by a passing
sailboat, and delivered in good spirits, to the Marquesas. This is to illustrate that some of us encounter
unexpected issues and need to be ready for them, with well-practiced drill and standard operating
procedures.

Next, why don’t you get a long-stay visa for French Polynesia? It does require a bit of paperwork and a
couple of trips to a French embassy, but the system is decently “oiled” by now, if you have a well-built
file. Know that it is well worth it in the end; after all you haven’t crossed an ocean just to be rushed
through a territory that is 2000 km long, with an amazing variety of islands. We feel that being pushed
towards your cyclone-safe zone is one of the reasons why so many crews are disillusioned when they
arrive Down Under. The boat and crew are tired; they just sailed 6,000 nm in 8 months, the fun is gone
long ago, just like the Jabsco pump on that great toilet of our’s.

If you made the effort, you speak Spanish by now, of course, and French is quite similar to it. So don’t let
yourself be scared about the language; get that high school vocabulary out from under a few years of
adulthood dust, and life will be so much more fun. Be ready, not only on shore, but also the VHF will
speak a different language. The Maritime Rescue Service Center will announce all kinds of interesting
things; such as a tsunami alert, or a missing boat and only in the language of Moliere.

Boats will start to be less homogeneous. Pot luck is a strange concept to a European crew; and a 3-1 ratio
on the chain is for extreme weather to a French sailor. Speedo is a formal wear; strong coffee and
cigarette being the elixir of life for some. Quinoa and yoga are some strange elements of a sect, not the
normality, like on 4th Avenue.

One last food for thought: from Ecuador, you can cross the Pacific all year around. New Zealand is not
the only cyclone-safe harbour in the South Pacific. Take your time, only a few sailors do cross more than
once on their own boats.

It’s not that hard: we were ready; well, we convinced ourselves of it, anyway…

About The Author

Valerie and Laurent Devin

LetItGo - Lagoon 380, Catamaran

Valerie and Laurent broke the habit of living on land and became pelagic nomad. Their travels have taken
them first down the coast of North America, Central and South America where they stopped in Baja de
Caraquez in Ecuador. For three months, they traveled on land mostly by bus to visit Bolivia, Peru and
finally Ecuador. In December 2014 they left the Americas and followed the trades to French Polynesia.
They are currently in the Marquesas. Their passions are discovering new ways of life by meeting people,
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experiencing food, various culture and learning new languages. They started this adventure with their two
teenagers one of them is now living independently in Canada. Follow their trip at svletitgo.com.
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